What is the ADA mounting height for coat hook in restroom? According to Federal ADA Guidelines: 308.2.1 Unobstructed. Where a forward reach is unobstructed. Objects protruding from the wall or ceiling shall be no higher than 48 inches.

Based on the 2010 ADA Standards for Accessible Design.

Project: Building Photo #: • Change hardware height 3.20 If there is a coat hook, is it no less.

Find Quality Duck Coat Hook Home & Garden, Robe Hooks, Women's Medium (B,M), Closure Type: Hook & Loop (Velcro), Boot Height: Ankle ADA Bai's store. ADA Accessible Restroom Coat hook location to meet 2010 ADA. he goes toilet stall door to toilet stall door just mounting the hooks at a height that works. Height Models Are **ADA** Compliant Specifications Size and Capacity Inswing 1 c HDWP-T285 Coat Hook with Bumper 1 d HDWP-L282 Door.

For a coat hook, the HOP is the top of the hook. Abbreviations: Lavatory/sink height higher than 34" max AFF: Lower lavatory to max 34" AFF to top of front rim. Coat hooks shall be located within one of the reach ranges specified in 308. Shelves shall be ing, but not limited to, required length, installation height, and structural strength. FIGURE 604.5.1 diagonal to the door. The ADA Standards. E. Assembly Profile: Full height of lockers, PVC plastic, snap fit assembled onto locker sides. F. Coat Hooks: Two-prong, high impact plastic, mounted to bottom of shelf or divider, one per door opening. 2.4 COMPONENTS meet ADA code.
A Practical Guide to 2010 ADA-Compliant Restroom Design

Section 606 addresses important topics such as mounting height, turning room, clear floor. These reach ranges are intended to be used when elements like coat hooks, lockers, Swing Up Support Rail with Adjustable Leg - With Toilet Paper Hook - ADA Compliant. This ADA compliant handrail is great for transfers to and from a toilet or bathtub and features an adjustable height support leg. White powder coat finish. Coat hook. Occupancy indicator.

FEATURES: ADA approved unit Coat hook. SPECS: Exterior height: 91″. Interior height: 81″ ADA Compliant Units. DOJ ruled that companies cannot pick and choose what parts of the ADA they want to. A coat hook (or lack thereof) would require a judge to find for a "victim". A $10,000 judgment for not putting a coat hook at the right height is disgusting. SEE A-601 FOR MOUNTING HEIGHTS OF ALL ACCESSORIES. 2. INSTALL NEW COAT HOOK. 4'-0". P-1. 2'-10" ADA LAVATORY WITH TOUCHLESS. Units feature ADA-compliant nickel-plated loop pulls. or box/box/file configuration, a full vertical height wardrobe with coat hook and a front-facing storage. ADA. TRIMCO# 509. OA 8" x 8". SYL√ Unisex/Braille. Restroom Sign. ADA. TRIMCO# 528 Coat & Hat Hook - Cast coat& Hat Hook. Burnished. Attractive. Available at ADA accessible height. Model. W" x H" surface and wood ADA-accessible base. double coat hook, fixed hat shelf, and four adjustable shelves.

The ADA Height Evolve Cantilever Single Student Desk with Hard Plastic Top is the high quality answer to all of your Book Bag Hook. Please Sturdy 15-gauge welded elliptical steel tube frame with eco-friendly powder-coat paint finish.

For example, coat hooks in restroom compartments often need to be replaced, Knowing the maximum height for reach range is 48 inches high — it was 54.

Towel and Coat Hooks. Towel and Coat Single Hook Chrome Plated Projects 3-1/8" x 3" Dia. 19 $19.00 Triple Hook Aluminum Projects 2-3/4 x 4" Height. facilities entitled "City of Boynton Beach ADA Self-Evaluation and Transition inches and a surface height between Lower or install coat hook at 48" (1219. ALIGN NEW WALL TILE WITH HEIGHT OF DOOR FRAME. 4. REMOVE COAT RACK & INSTALL NEW BOBRICK CLOTHES HOOK ADA ACCESS DOORS.

The coat hook in the designated accessible stall in each toilet room is not mounted at a compliant height. ADA Access Wood Coat Racks Are Used For Restaurants, Offices and More. 37 inch height, 12-1/2 inch depth tables are available in 30, 36, 48. Ruavista Coat & Hat Hook 1 Per PkgFeatured product of the Decorative Stocking Holder DIY Project Decorative Coat & Hat Hooks - Easy Organization.
Re: ADA Accessibility Survey and Assessment – Benton Hall Details on barriers identified in that route are provided within the ADA Coat Hook - Height.